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Abstract

Automatic generation of hyperlinks in multimedia video data is a subject with growing interest, as demonstrated by recent work undertaken in the framework of the Search and Hyperlinking task within the Mediaeval benchmark initiative. This paper compares NLP-based strategies for precise target selection in video hyperlinking exploiting speech material, with the goal of providing hyperlinks from a specified anchor to help information retrieval. We experimentally compare two approaches enabling to select short portions of videos which are relevant and possibly complementary with respect to the anchor. The first approach exploits a bipartite graph relating utterances and words to find the most relevant utterances. The second approach uses explicit topic segmentation, whether hierarchical or not, to select the target segments. Experimental results are reported on the Mediaeval 2013 Search and Hyperlinking dataset which consists of BBC videos, demonstrating the interest of hierarchical topic segmentation for precise target selection.
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1. Introduction

While automatic creation of hyperlinks is not a novel idea (see, e.g., [1] for examples of hyperlink generation between textual documents), very limited work was done so far on the subject, in particular for multimedia data. The Search and Hyperlinking evaluation, implemented since 2012 in the framework of the Mediaeval benchmark initiative, precisely aims at developing hyperlink generation in broadcast videos, as a complement to a search engine [2, 3]. The task implements a typical search and browse scenario, divided in two complementary sub-tasks: The search task classically starts from a query formulated as a short text to find relevant fragments in the video. The hyperlink generation starts from a fragment of video, designated as an anchor, which typically corresponds to a result from the search procedure, to find related fragments in the video. The goal of hyperlinking is to provide a better understanding of the answer to the query or to complement the anchor with respect to the initial query (assumed as unknown in the hyperlinking process which relies only on the knowledge of the anchor). Contrary to previous work on text data, multimedia videos as targeted in the search and hyperlinking task offer new challenges. In addition to the multimodal nature of broadcast videos, the notion of document is loosely defined: Most videos are long, containing various unrelated parts, e.g., on different topics. Hyperlink generation therefore requires not only to assess the relevance between two content items but also to identify said items, i.e., to find the boundaries of an hyperlink source and target segments.

This paper investigates generic approaches for the selection of precise hyperlink targets, exploiting spoken data obtained from automatic speech transcripts, with no prior knowledge on the topics to be found or on the nature of the links. We consider only the speech modality, favoring semantic links as opposed to similar visual content. We believe that precise target selection is a crucial step which have received limited attention so far: Wrong timestamps within semantically related videos can make the result useless even though the video is per se relevant.

We experimentally compare five methods for the selection of precise target fragments on a selected set of videos which are assumed to contain at least one relevant fragment. From each of the videos initially selected as containing relevant information, we seek to locate the most relevant fragment to link with. The five methods can be divided into two main approaches based on the underlying algorithm. A first approach directly targets utterance selection, relying on similarity propagation in a bipartite graph linking utterances with words taken from the anchor. A small number of utterances highly related to the words in the anchor are selected as the target. Methods from the second approach exploit explicit topic segmentation, using unsupervised topic segmentation methods. The most relevant segment obtained from topic segmentation is chosen as the target of the link. We compare linear and hierarchical segmentation strategies, where hierarchical methods are likely to give shorter and equally accurate targets.

2. Related work

Regardless of issues in hypermedia modeling (e.g., how individual pieces of information relate to each other at different levels [4], data storage, link representation and traversal, user adaptation), we focus here on the creation of the links from a content-based analysis perspective. In particular, link generation usually targets alternate ways of searching information in large collections of multimedia data, providing information seeking and browsing capabilities in addition to search.

Content-based link creation has been initially addressed in the hypertext community with the goal of enriching texts with hyperlinks [1, 5]. Hypertext authoring has so far mainly been considered for well-structured documents (e.g., mails, Wikipedia articles) or in limited collections, typically to browse among documents retrieved as a response to a query. The idea of organizing in threads the result of multimedia search is also exploited in [6] for videos. Extending the idea of hypertext authoring, seminal work on topic threading in the broadcast news domain have considered time-aware collections [7, 8], addressing the temporal issue in an ad hoc way. The Search and Hyperlinking benchmark at Mediaeval further introduces the notion...
Textual or visual content comparison has been widely studied and standard techniques are classically used to measure how close the source and the target of a link are. Focusing on language, a vector space representation is usually adopted with a cosine similarity measure. Named entities have been used in some cases to refine the comparison while in [11], content comparison is based on keywords extracted from transcripts. While content comparison benefits from years of experience, target selection received limited attention so far. In the 2013 benchmark, target selection relied either on fixed-length segments, on video shots, on utterances provided by ASR transcripts or on topic segmentation [10, 11, 12, 13] as introduced by [14] in the 2012 evaluation. Apart from the Mediaeval framework, the interest of topic segmentation for information seeking and discovery in videos was emphasized on several occasions, e.g., [15, 16].

3. System description

The hyperlink generation sub-task considered in Mediaeval 2013 consists in finding a set of relevant targets in a collection of broadcast videos given an anchor, the latter corresponding to a short video segment taken from the collection. The notion of relevance is not specifically defined but is rather judged post hoc. In particular, in Mediaeval, relevance is (partially) judged by experienced human assessors with respect to an unknown query to which the anchor is an answer. This query is not provided at the time of linking and we assumed that, in this very particular case, users would be interested in segments on a similar subject as the anchor or on the same subject seen from a different angle. The reason for this choice lies in the fact that we believe that the main purpose of hyperlinking is to provide complementary information that would not be found at search time. With the goal of finding video fragments from the same topic as the anchor or from closely related topics, we rely mainly on the speech material contained in the videos, language being the main source of semantic information in videos. Speech data are obtained either via subtitles or via automatic transcripts (provided with the evaluation data for two different ASR systems). All transcripts are lemmatized with Treetagger [17] and only nouns, non modal verbs and adjectives are kept.

Based on speech transcripts or subtitles, hyperlinking consists in finding in a video collection fragments whose words are semantically related to words in the anchor. We used a two step approach to this end, applied independently for each of the anchors considered, as illustrated in Figure 1. The first step consists in retrieving a shortlist of videos semantically related to the anchor within the collection, considering the video as an atomic entity, with the goal of establishing a link between the anchor and a fragment of each of the videos in the shortlist. The second step aims at selecting the target fragment within each video of the shortlist, searching for fragments which are relatively short and relevant and which present diversity in the result.

The first step, i.e., the shortlist selection, follows a classical textual information retrieval framework with a cosine distance computed between weighted vectors representing resp. the anchor and a video of the collection. Each vector is composed by nouns, adjectives and non modal verbs associated with a BM25 score [18]. The cosine distance is computed to obtain a score for each couple anchor-video and to create a list of results (ranked in decreasing order) for each anchor. As we want diversity, i.e., providing users with hyperlinks targets that cover various aspects or point of views related to the anchor, we do not consider in the ranking the video from where the anchor is extracted and possible rebroadcasted versions1. A shortlist of the 50 most related videos within the collection is established and further processed to find precise link targets according to different strategies discussed hereunder.

4. Hyperlink target selection

In the absence of prior knowledge or experience on what users—human assessors in the Mediaeval framework—are expecting, we posit that good fragments to be selected as targets for hyperlinks with the anchor as the source should verify the following characteristics: They should be short enough so as to be focused on a single semantic aspect; They should be semantically related to the anchor from a topic point of view; They should not be exactly redundant with the information provided by the anchor. In other words, we are looking for fragments which are short enough, focused on a topic, related to the anchor but not exactly the same. Interestingly, the two last characteristics are conflicting, calling for a trade-off between exact repetition and related content. These three characteristics call for target selection methods which heavily rely on semantic characterization, possibly at a higher level than the mere repetition of words. We approach the problem with two different strategies, yielding a total of five systems: a link analysis approach which extends semantic comparison beyond the counting of similar words (2 systems); explicit topic segmentation, whether hierarchical or not, to enforce the coherence of the target fragment (3 systems). Different measures of the semantic resemblance between the anchor and topic segments are explored, offering different trade-offs between similarity and diversity.

4.1. Target selection with link analysis

In the network analysis domain, link analysis algorithms, such as PageRank, aim at exploring associations between objects represented in the network in order to understand and extract information from the structure. In the context of hyperlinking, the objective of the target selection step is to automatically find the most relevant sentences (in term of semantic similarity with

1Some videos in the collection correspond to the exact same program rebroadcasted later the same day or during the week.
the anchor) in a network representing a video from the shortlist. The link analysis approach relies on a bipartite graph that represent a video. The graph for a given video is composed of two set of nodes, one set, $S$, representing sentences (or utterances in the case of ASR transcripts) and the other, $W$, representing the words within the video. An edge is created between a sentence node $S_i$ and a word $W_j$ if $W_j$ appears in $S_i$. The objective of the hyperlink induced topic search (HITS) algorithm [19] consists in associating an importance score with each node $n$ in the graph, exploiting the connections between $n$ and the other nodes. This score takes into account the importance of the nodes that are connected to $n$. Here, the idea is to give a more important score to sentence nodes that are connected to relevant words. Words are initialized with a value that takes into account their frequency in the anchor (system HITS$^a$), possibly considering the context in which the anchor appears (system HITS$^c$). Words with high frequency will increase the score of sentences in which they appear, which in turn will improve the score of words that appear in the vicinity (i.e., the same sentence) of anchor words. After convergence, a score is obtained for each sentence, reflecting the strength of its relationship with the anchor.

Based on sentence scores, each video shot as provided with the data is evaluated, where the relevance score of a shot is obtained by summing the score of the corresponding sentences. To find out the largest possible target, two adjacent shots with a score higher than a threshold, empirically set to 0.3, are merged to create a new segment, as far as this new segment is shorter than 2 minutes. Conversely, to avoid short targets, shots shorter than 10 seconds are merged with their most relevant neighboring shot. Finally, the segment with the highest score is retained as the target of the hyperlink.

### 4.2. Target selection with topic segmentation

Contrary to sentence selection by link analysis, explicit topic segmentation seeks to find coherent segments whose relevance to the anchor can be directly measured. W e investigate both linear and hierarchical topic segmentation. Linear topic segmentation provides a rough structure where a segment can in fact approach various aspects (sub-topics) of a main topic. Hierarchical segmentation has the potential of providing precisely related segments of shorter length. We briefly detail the segmentation algorithm used before discussing two variants used to compare segments resulting from topic segmentation with the anchor.

Linear segmentation relies on the algorithm described in [20] which is independent of any particular domain and has proven efficient on speech transcripts and on segments of highly varying length. The algorithm seeks a segmentation of the video globally maximizing the lexical cohesion over all segments. Over-segmentation issues are known to happen with this algorithm: They are however not detrimental in the hyperlink target selection case where short target segments are of interest. Hierarchical topic segmentation is obtained by resegmentation independently each segment resulting from linear topic segmentation with a variant of the linear topic segmentation algorithm adapted to very short segments [21]. Resegmentation is based on a criterion combining lexical cohesion and disruption, thus alleviating the problem of over-segmentation and improving accuracy.

Selecting a target for an anchor is done by ranking each segment resulting from topic segmentation according to the anchor, finally picking the best ranked ones. Two variants were considered to compare a topic segment with the anchor. The first variant uses a classical bag of words representation with BM25 weights, and a cosine similarity measure. The second variant makes use of n-grams in addition to words. In this case, similarity is computed between bags of unigrams, bags of bigrams and bags of trigrams separately. The three similarity scores are linearly combined with weights of, resp., 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5. The weights were chosen empirically with the idea of emphasizing precise alignments to the expense of serendipity. Note that with hierarchical topic segmentation, only the first variant was considered since n-grams are of limited interest in the case of very short segments. Finally, note that anchors were considered in context, i.e., taking into account words surrounding the anchor in the anchor’s representation. Words in the anchor (resp. in the neighborhood) were assigned a weight of 0.8 (resp. 0.2).

In all cases, the boundaries of the segments are refined for each of the best ranked segments to meet the evaluation constraints. For segments longer than 2 min, a sliding window of 2 min is used to find the best matching sub-segment; For segments shorter than 10 s, the best matching neighboring segment is added until the minimum length is reached.

### 5. Experiments

We first present the dataset corresponding to the Mediaeval 2013 evaluation and discuss the evaluation protocol. Results are given and discussed in a second time.

#### 5.1. Data and performance measures

The Mediaeval 2013 Search and Hyperlinking data set consists in a collection of videos provided by the BBC, comprising 1,697 hours broadcasted between April and May 2008. All videos are transcribed by human experts and by two automatic speech recognition systems, resp. from LIUM and LIMSI. A total of 98 anchors (i.e., the source of the hyperlinks to establish) for testing was manually defined by 29 users between 18 and 30 years old who use search engines and services on a daily basis. Users were asked to define anchors as segments of any length they found interesting or relevant in the videos of the collection. Additionally, users were asked to provide for each anchor a description of what they would be expecting as complementary information provided by hyperlinks. For example, to an anchor from a video on the evolution of football, one of the users added the following expectation: “I want to see more videos about a comparison on how football has changed in 50 years”. Note that these descriptions were not provided to the hyperlinking systems which operate blindly with respect to the user’s expectation.

The relevance of the links established by the hyperlinking systems was evaluated via crowd-sourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). For practical reasons, only a few number of selected runs (two in the experiments reported here) were fully evaluated by crowd-sourcing according to the procedure described below. Other runs were evaluated automatically based on the annotations provided by the tikers on the selected runs: In this case, for a given anchor, segments judged as relevant by tikers across all the AMT evaluated systems act as reference segments. Out of the 98 test anchors, 30 were chosen for evaluation. For each anchor-target pair, tikers were asked to judge the relevance of the anchor, in particular with the expectations of the user who selected the anchor. Tikers were also asked to justify their choice (e.g., “The target video does not contain any information on change in football as the user re-
two systems HITS transcripts are rather similar, with a marginal decrease probability given using the LIMSI transcripts. Results with the LIUM grams (ngrams) representations to rank segments. ASR results of the hierarchical topic segmentation, with bag of words (BoW) or n-grams (ngrams) representation. The remaining three approaches rely on linear or link analysis approach, resp. without and with context around the anchor. The comparison between the two hyperlinks. This observation clearly indicates that the jump in points provided by hyperlinks are not very precise, even if the targets in its entirety is relevant.

Comparing the two approaches that were fully evaluated, we see that topic segmentation with n-grams outperforms link analysis. It can also be observed that topic segmentation approaches seem less sensitive to different transcription systems, though the gap between reference and ASR transcripts remain significant in all cases.

Another interesting comparison concerns the segmentation strategy, linear vs. hierarchical. The hyperlinks that were actually evaluated (ca. 50%) in the Linear+BoW and Hierarchical+BoW methods were thus compared to find out whether they agreed or not in the case where the hierarchical target results from a resegmentation of the linear target. For the reference transcript, out of the 173 hyperlinks actually judged, 145 were found to be in agreement. Differences in the judgment were observed in 2 cases while the 26 remaining cases correspond to the situation that an hyperlink was found only by one of the methods. In a large majority of cases, there is a coherent judgment between the two hyperlinks. This observation clearly indicates that hierarchical topic segmentation is efficient in selecting relevant targets which are more precise and smaller than the one obtained by linear topic segmentation.

### 6. Conclusion

Automatic hyperlink generation relying in content-based comparison was approached in this paper with a two step approach exploiting language data only. We compared various strategies to obtain precise target fragments to link to a given anchor. While objective comparison is difficult because of incomplete evaluations by human assessors, some conclusions can be drawn. In particular, it was shown that, on this dataset, the two step approach consisting in a preselection of relevant videos followed by fragment selection within each preselected video, offers serendipity. The comparison between linear and hierarchical topic segmentation also demonstrated that precise target selection was possible using fine-grain hierarchical topic segmentation. Finally, good results obtained with n-gram comparison hint that assessors judged as relevant content very similar to the anchor, not rewarding serendipity. This was confirmed by the analysis of the whole set of results of the Mediaeval 2013 benchmark. We believe that adding a characterization of the links, i.e., being able to explain why we linked two fragments, would help in improving serendipity while maintaining link acceptability by users at high standards.
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